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• Logic Puzzle

• Class Outline

• Today’s Editor: Dr. Collins

Problem:

Draw a circle of radius 1, with
center at the origin. Every point
P outside the circle has a unique
reflection inside the circle. We
find the reflection by drawing a
line segment from the origin to P
and finding the distance from the
origin to P (call the distance r).
Then the reflection is the point Q
on the line we drew which is dis-
tance 1/r from the origin. Find
the reflection of the line y = 2.
This means for every point on the
line, you need to find its reflec-
tion. If possible, find the equa-
tion for the reflection and not just
a picture.

For a challenge, find the reflec-
tion of the circle of radius 1 with
center at (0, 2).
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Mathematician of the Day

Benoit Mandelbrot, 1924- (Poland)

• Eventhough he was born in the modern educational era, his early edu-
cation was mostly through individual study and tutoring from relatives.

• He received his college and advanced degrees from universities in
France (École Normale and the University of Paris).

• In 1958, after several visits to the US, he came permanently for a posi-
tion with IBM’s Watson Research Center.

• He is credited with the creation of the area of mathematics called fractal

geometry. In fractal geometry the basic idea is that for a large class
of geometric objects they have a dimension which is not an integer.
This is often related to the self-similar characteristics we saw in the
Mandelbrot set.

• An example: The Koch Snowflake:

The perimeter of this is infinite, but in diminsion 2 ln 2/ ln 3 = 1.261...
is has a finite value.

Info From: http://www-history.mcs.st-andrews.ac.uk/Mathematicians/Mandelbrot.html



Notes

Homework: Read 2.1,2.2; Do all undone problems from problem sheet in the
range 17 – 43. Select 8 to turn in on Monday. The rest we’ll spend the day
working them out on the board.

Key Ideas

Contrapositive

Converse

Quantifiers

– For All

– There Exists


